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I can't decide whether to love this app or hate it. I understand that it's not a professional reader of voice over, but I don't think that's what's
important. It's simply the most convenient method of listening to my favorite audiobook collections. I would just like to know how this app
became so popular. A voice app for Android that is high in quality and offers a massive library of quality voices for only $10? No offense, but
seems like a scam to me. I'm not sure who was behind it, but if anyone could leave feedback on the app before I start to hate it, I'd be grateful.
Amsci was nothing more than a tool for me to evaluate voice reads on my phone. The read was great. by dandy_kw Version 2.1.2 Mar 1, 2012 I
downloaded this app and then found out that it was a joke. The description states that it is an easy way to listen to texts or audiobooks. It states
that it has 11,000's of voices for you to choose from and that it is hands-free! I downloaded the free version and still got nothing. After leaving an
insult, I got to the point where I got a link to the developer's site. There I found it to be a $10 app. I'm sure that the developer is just frustrated
that nobody has heard of his great idea. I just hope that the free version does not get more popular and someone loses money. Besides, who
would buy that much money for a $10 app? There are four words to describe Voice Dream: Beautiful, Amazing, Amazing, and Awesome! by
nikoszk Version 2.0.0 Dec 28, 2011 A natural reader voice for android. I can listen to books, articles, manuals, and podcasts. It's amazing!
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